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WELCOME
Welcome to the February edition of the HinterWelt Enterprises newsletter! It’s been a
cold, hard, Minnesota winter for those of us at HWE, but that hasn’t stopped us from
working on more games and supplements.
Remember to visit our site for the latest update, downloads and tools!
http://www.hinterwelt.com

NEWS

Back in the Corps Again, the first supplement for our Sci-Fi RPG Nebuleon, is in stores
now. This 80 page soft cover book expands upon the Iridium System, adding new classes
(Marine), weapons, equipment, and foes (genetic constructs) to the basic core rules. The
setting: an Andromedaen research vessel has sent out a distress call, followed by abrupt
silence. It’s up to your team to figure out
what happened, rescue (or execute?) any
survivors, and get out to enjoy your leave.
It’s just another day in the Andromedaen
Marine Corps!
Enjoy these previews of the covers for
Terra Occidentalis (a supplement for Roma
Imperious) and Free Traders League (a
supplement for Nebuleon).
After several 18 hour days and various
threats from the editing staff, our chief
writer is nearing completion on Roma
Imperious, our next Alternate History RPG
core rule book. Right now the Roman,
African, and Viking settings are complete,
as well as magic, classes, equipment, and
foes. All that remains to be written is the
Asian setting of the Jade Empire and
character templates. After the writing is
complete, a month is needed for editing and layout, followed by another month at the
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printers. So, expect to see this new book out in May, in hard cover, at 320 pages and a
MSRP of $40.
The HinterWelt staff (minus Sheba, the
team mascot and morale officer) will be
hitting the road in March to attend the
GAMA Trade Show, or GTS. This show
is designed to exhibit new product from
manufacturers to retailers. Located in Las
Vegas, NV at the Orleans hotel, this week
long event is a must-go for all serious
gaming manufacturers. HinterWelt will
be located in booth 313 in the Impressions
endcap. Retailers are encouraged to stop
by our booth and fill out a survey; you
could win a MILLION dollars! Details at
our booth….

CAMPAIGN
We’re still having a great time at Village Games in Anoka, MN on Saturday nights, running the free
demo adventure for Tales of Gaea. A log of the group’s activities can be found on our website in
the Forums.

TECHNOBABBLE
Updates proceed with the CHARGen. We have done a few bug fixes but mostly have
been working with expanding functionality. The biggest upgrade is in the armor section
and deals with magical clothing and armor effects. After creating your character go to
Configure Armor and add either magical effect or clothing. It will apply to all areas on
the character. Back in the Modify Page click on the Modify link and enter the total Armor
Factor (number of Fortitude Points) that the clothing or effect protects for in the AF
Modifier text box and submit. All areas of armor will be increased by that amount. As
always, let us know if you have any problems by posting on the forums (use your same
logon and password as the CHARGen) or email us at info@hinterwelt.com.
http://www.hinterwelt.com/chargen/
We have updated the HinterWelt site with a new banner and some Tales of Gaea content.
There is a new PDF with the Elven History on Narheim where you can learn about the
forces that have formed the modern elves and elven state on Narheim. Check it out here:
http://www.hinterwelt.com/TOG/EH-Ref.html
Also, the Narien map is also available online. This is our maps that were printed in the
Tales of Gaea Core rules but now that are clickable. You are able to click on a area of the
map to zoom in for close up of the duchy. Here is the link:
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http://www.hinterwelt.com/TOG/Map-Ref.html
That’s all for this month. Look for our review of GTS next issue, complete with pictures!
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